Each week the Housing Office will send out important updates and reminders for your week ahead. Stay tuned for this email every Monday for more information that will help you be a more prepared and successful student.

Unity Womens' Group at EGSC

Last call for sign ups and officer elections. Contact Ms. Tiera for more information at twilliams@ega.edu. See you Monday from 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

New Bus Transport for EGSC Swainsboro Students to Downtown!

Don't have a car and need to get downtown on the weekend? A new bus system is here to meet your needs. EGSC students with a valid Cat Card can board the bus during the time periods listed to go to the shopping center, Walmart, or downtown to the square. The times and drop off locations are very firm so make sure you make plans to board and return within the listed time frames. The bus will not stop anywhere but the listed drop points. Students can be picked up and dropped off in the Bobcat Villas parking lot. The bus will also be dropping off at the Morgan Housing on the First Friday of every month so students can participate in First Friday activities!

Anonymous Reporting Form for Student Issues

It has been brought to my attention that we may have some unapproved visitors in violation of our visitation policy, as well as some other behavioral issues in housing such as smoking inside resident rooms. It's important we start addressing these issues now before things really get out of hand. You can make anonymous reports about anything you are concerned about here. You can also use this form to anonymously report any issue you think warrants our attention. There is no need for you, or anyone else, to suffer in silence. Take a moment and complete this report form.

That's all for this week. Stay tuned for more in our next edition.
Respectfully,

Angela Storck - Director of Housing and Residence Life